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Everyone did not speak for a long time. Yun Chujiu touched her nose. Could it be that it was not 

possible? 

 

After a while, the dumbfounded people seemed to have woken up from a dream and burst out with 

great joy. 

 

Mei Li grinned and laughed loudly. “You tan girl! You have so many wicked ideas! Not Bad! Not Bad! Old 

Huang, I think this idea will work!” 

 

“Yes, this idea is brilliant! If there are no special matters, one-third of the people can be on duty, just 

enough to cope with the normal three meals a day.” 

 

“There will definitely be no problems! When I think of having two days of rest, not only am I willing to 

cover a three-person job. I would be willing to take on five!” 

 

“Yes, this way we can have time to cultivate properly. Let’s see if those people still dare to look down on 

us!” 

 

… 

 

“Good! Very good. Very good! Little Jiu, you’re such a smart child! No wonder you got the sect leader’s 

reward.” Elder Huang was very happy. 

 

‘With this, not only do we have the time to cultivate, but we also have more time to rest than any other 

department in the servant department. Over time, I don’t believe that we still can’t beat them.’ 

 

Yun Chujiu smiled mischievously. “Oh, everyone stop praising me. I just want to be able to slack off 

openly! Haha!” 



 

When Yun Chujiu said this, everyone laughed as well. The atmosphere in the kitchen was extremely 

harmonious. 

 

At that moment, Manager Ding walked in from outside. Everyone’s laughter stopped abruptly, and the 

atmosphere became very subtle. 

 

Manager Ding’s face was gloomy as he glanced around. He snorted coldly and walked out. 

 

“Old Huang, what kind of background does this Manager Ding have to make you so afraid of him?” Yun 

Chujiu asked curiously. 

 

Old Huang sighed. “Our small temple really can’t accommodate this great Buddha. Manager Ding’s 

brother is Elder Qi’s true disciple, Ding Lang. The status of a true disciple is quite high, so how can we 

afford to offend him?! Moreover, Elder Qi is an elder of our pill refining room, so we really can’t afford 

to offend him.” 

 

Yun Chujiu was stunned and cursed in her heart. ‘It’s Elder Qi again?’ 

 

If it was another elder, it would be easier to handle. She used her status as the Little Ancestor that she 

had yet to settle down to suppress him. However, she did not see Elder Qi on the square that day, so he 

did not know her identity. It seemed that this matter had to be planned meticulously. 

 

“Everyone, don’t bother about him. Come, come, let’s split up the groups first.” Yun Chujiu greeted 

everyone warmly. 

 

The atmosphere in the big kitchen became lively again. Everyone started to discuss the matter of the 

groups. 

 



Very soon, Elder Huang divided everyone into three groups. He even very considerately divided the Yun 

siblings into one group. This way, they could have their rest time together. 

 

In the beginning, everyone was still a little worried. The number of people had suddenly decreased by 

two-thirds. Whether the remaining people could handle it or not, this kind of worry soon disappeared. 

The potential of a person was endless. The people on duty worked very hard in order to win two days of 

rest and completed the work without any mistakes. 

 

Thus, the Middle Peak kitchen set a precedent for the servants of the Spirit Radiance Sect. 

 

One day of work , two days of rest. It was simply too nourishing, was it not?! 

 

Gradually, the other servants departments discovered this matter. 

 

The other five peaks’ kitchens followed suit and began to take turns working. However, the other 

departments could not do it. Every kettle had its lid in those positions, and no one could replace each 

other. They could only look at the various peaks’ kitchens with a face full of envy and hatred! 

 

As expected, what Yun Chujiu said back then was true. ‘Even if it was a bad place, once I, Yun Chujiu 

went, it would become a good place!’ 

 


